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Awarded the Highest Rating from the CDP
Nabtesco Included in the “Climate A List 2017”
Nabtesco Corporation (headquarters: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, President & CEO: Katsuhiro Teramoto)
announces that it was selected for inclusion in the CDP’s Climate A List as one of the world’s leaders
in corporate activities in terms of anti-climate change measures and strategies. The CDP is an
international non-profit organization that conducts activities for a sustainable economy. The
organization has now included Nabtesco in the Climate A List for two years in a row.

As an international NGO representing 803 institutional investors around the world who manage
assets totaling 100 trillion US dollars, the CDP collects and evaluates information concerning
greenhouse gas emissions from companies and their efforts towards implementing anti-climate
change initiatives. Following the 2017 survey conducted by the CDP, 112 companies were included
in the Climate A List from among those around the world that had disclosed their climate
change-related information to the CDP. Climate A List companies account for 5% of the total
number of companies that disclose information to the CDP, which uses its own established
methodology to choose those with outstanding results in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
implementing anti-climate change measures in the target year.

This year, Nabtesco was included in the List in recognition of its long-term greenhouse gas emission
reduction target set in December 2016 being approved by the Science Based Targets (SBT) Initiative
as a target that met the decarbonization level necessary for the achievement of the 2 degree Celsius
target set in the Paris Agreements, as well as its use of the energy monitoring system to implement
new measures, proactive disclosure of global data through the use of the Group’s environmental
information collection system, expansion of the third-party verification scope for disclosed data, and
the introduction of highly energy-efficient technologies to its new manufacturing facilities.
Nabtesco will conduct activities in line with its CSR Basic Policy and implement The Nabtesco Way
to ensure management transparency and provide safety, comfort and a sense of security, thereby
fulfilling its corporate social responsibility. The Company will continue to implement measures in a
systematic manner to solve environmental and social problems and contribute to the achievement of
the SDGs while pursuing the continued improvement of its corporate value.
(Reference): Companies included in the Climate A List and related scores:
https://www.cdp.net/en/scores-2017

